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This Sunday!
The PHSC 5th Annual Larry Boccioletti Memorial

Outdoor
Photographic
Trunk Sale !

Sunday July 12, 2015, 8am - 1pm

NOW AT THE TRIDENT HALL !
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Evans
Trident Hall
PHSC Trunk
Sale

At the parking lot of the
Trident Hall
145 Evans Avenue
Toronto, Ontario M8Z 5X8
Near SE corner Islington &
Evans - Sunday access via

TTC 37 Islington or
15 Evans Bus

A tailgate flea market featuring vintage and used cameras, images, darkroom and movie equipment, optics, lenses, books, magazines and more!

Rain or Shine
Free Admission - Free Parking
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NOT A MEMBER OF THE PHSC? THEN
JOIN CANADA’S BEST PHOTO
HISTORY SOCIETY. A GREAT
BARGAIN FOR MEETINGS, AUCTIONS,
FAIRS, AND PUBLICATIONS – ONLY
$35.00. JOIN UP ON THE WEB AT
WWW.PHSC.CA - PAYPAL ACCEPTED

PHSC Monthly Meetings
are held on the third Wednesday from
September to June in the Gold Room,
of Memorial Hall in the basement of
the North York Central Library,
5120 Yonge St., North York, Ontario.
The meeting officially begins at 8:00
p.m. but is preceded by a Buy & Sell
and social gathering from 7:00 p.m.
onwards. For information contact the
PHSC at info@phsc.ca

Programming Schedule:
July 12, 2015
-PHSC Trunk Sale outside Trident Hall
September 16, 2015
-We return in the fall with another great
program

Offer your suggestions and
fresh ideas for programs at
info@phsc.ca.
DON’T MISS ANY OF THE
10 INTERESTING PROGRAMS
FOR THIS YEAR

JOIN THE PHSC TODAY

AND RECEIVE A DVD WITH
35 YEARS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC
CANADIANA IN PDF FORMAT

www.phsc.ca
email:

info@phsc.ca

Robert A. Carter – Webmaster
David Bridge - Editor

Toronto Notes

by Robert Carter

June 2015 Meeting - Jamie Fleck

Speaker Jamie Fleck presents

Photos by Robert Lansdale

Our speaker for June was Jamie
Day Fleck, who gave an engaging
talk and video on Bronx
photographer Kirk. She did the
video as part of her Masters at
Ryerson. The slightly under a half
hour video was followed by a
detailed analysis of why and how
she took the clips.
Jamie
noted
that
her
documentary
covers
three
concepts: firstly the history and
work of the Armenian-American
photographer Kirk, secondly the
importance of studio photography
in the 20s – 40s (many people
exist only in their photos), and
finally raising awareness of the
Turkish genocide of Armenians in
Turkey which took place 100
years ago this year.
Jamie used a DSLR camera –
the Canon 5D Mk II – to shoot the
clips for this video. As a
professional photographer she
noted that she preferred to work
with equipment she knew. The
video is an excellent tribute to her
meticulous care in recording the
clips, and creating a story line that
is easily followed by her audience.
Well done, Jamie.
≈
In addition, we had a short
illustrated
presentation
by
president Clint Hryhorijiw on his
recent visit to the former Kodak
Canada site in Toronto, as
reported in our June 2015 email
newsletter.
He
showed
photographically the destruction
of the Kodak buildings back in
2007, and then the vandalized
state of the one currently
remaining building.
Also, we had a reminder by
PHSC Trunk Sale organizer Oscar
Li that this event will take place at
the Trident Hall parking lot in
Toronto on this coming Sunday,
July 12, 2015.

Jamie Fleck

Photographer Kirk

Ashley thanks our speaker

Oscar Li promotes the Trunk Sale
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Clint presents on the Kodak Canada Site
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Rumour!
It is rumored that two full-plate daguerreotypes from 1853
have been found that pertain to the history of Toronto. PHSC
journal editor Robert Lansdale is working on the story and will

have details and pictures in the next issue of Photographic
Canadiana, which will be sent to members of the PHSC in
September. Why not join up and find out what's going on!

PHOTOGRAPHIC CANADIANA
THE NEXT ISSUE OF
OUR JOURNAL WILL
BE PUBLISHED IN
SEPTEMBER
Join PHSC and get it
in your mailbox!

Sublime to Ridiculous Department
It seems that the retro lens development craze continues apace.
In the footsteps of Lomography's
85mm Petzval lens reissue [noted
in our October 2013 Newsletter],
Meyer Optic have announced a
Kickstarter campaign to develop

a new version of their MeyerOptik Trioplan 2.8/100 for modern cameras. This lens is reportedly noted for its "soap bubble"
bokeh, as demonstrated in this
image from a prototype on the
Meyer-Optik Kickstarter site.
"Soap Bubble" bokeh from Meyer-Optic website

Sam Vinegar

Bob Carter writes on our PHSC website:
On Friday, June the 12th, Sam Vinegar, a colourful gentleman in photography, passed away. Sam was well known in the heyday of camera shows.
Here is the message from his son Abraham, who kindly provided this
photo of Sam. Abraham is frequently here supporting our fairs:
It is with great sadness I am sending this. Sam Vinegar has passed this
morning [June 13th] at 3:12 am EST.
Sam was the founder of the Photorama Camera shows which have been
run by his son, Abraham, in recent years. As the owner of the Classic Camera photography shop in the Detroit area, Sam dealt in camera equipment
as well as photographs, amassing items and collections from local people,
celebrities and passersby.
He always had the coffee on and could talk your ear off if you ever
stopped into his shop. He is survived by his children… Shana and Abraham.
They would love to hear any fond memories or stories that you might have to
lighten their hearts. Please send to abrahamsnv@yahoo.com
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CLINT’S CURIO COLLECTION
–a

by Clint Hryhorijiw

surprise image and a story of Niagara tragedy

In the search for early Canadian images you’re bound to run into something odd, sooner or later. My quest
for Notman photographs has taken
me all over the world.
Camera Lucida of Toronto offered
a single image (2¼ x 3 inch) mounted
in a passe-partout (11x14 inch) archival mount. Unveiling the image, it
became a page (4¼ by 7 inch) from
a mounted diary with two images:
the upper photograph showed the
“Interior of the Fortress” (I presume
at Quebec City) and the lower view
a copy of an engraving of “Quebec.”
Very nice indeed!

But the hidden (reverse) side of
the page was more interesting as
it provided a single albumen photograph of “Niagara Hotel and the
overhanging rock immediately below
the falls.” Of the three images, only
this one has the signature of Notman in the lower right corner.
I searched the McCord Museum’s
web site in Montreal and found an
almost identical image taken at the
same time but as a stereo photo. The
square image has more base and is
identified as, “Table Rock Museum
and Clifton House, Niagara, ON, ca,
1860 by William Notman, order number N-0000.193.206.2."

The McCord image is clearer showing blurred house-roofs above the
table rock and the recognizable Clifton House in the distant background
(faded or removed in my photo).
But an added bonus is a newspaper clipping describing the “Loss of
Two Lives at Niagara Falls.” It describes the fate of two men who attempted to cross the Niagara River
above the Falls, misjudged the current and a heavy upstream wind and
went over the Falls to their deaths.
Curiously, a Google search for the
same story turned up the Queanbeyan Age and General Advertiser of
New South Wales (Australia) for January 17, 1867. It gave a fuller story:
LOSS OF TWO LIVES AT NIAGARA FALLS

Niagara Falls, September 12.--This afternoon, while a terrible wind was blowing
up the gulf, two men were discovered
in a small boat in the rapids south of
the Three Sisters. They were struggling
desperately with the waves, but human
power was utterly unavailing. Hundreds
of persons were on Goat Island and saw
them, but, of course, were unable to render any assistance. The terror-stricken
men rowed with frantic efforts to the
very verge of the precipice, and finally
went over still clinging to the oars.
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Mr. Cooper, the postmaster at the town
of Chippawa, on the Canada side, two
miles above the Falls, started with Frank
Leutze, the ferryman, to cross the river
in a small boat. Usually the course is to
pull about two miles up the river before
attempting to cross, but on this occasion the unfortunate men seemed to have
imagined that the heavy wind blowing up
stream would counteract the force of the
current, and consequently attempted to
cross in a direct line. The result was the
same as it has been on three former occasions when similar attempts have been
made, and their lives paid the forfeit of
this mistake. The rapids of the Niagara
are too awful in their power to be trifled
with. It is singular that Leutze, the ferryman, who had crossed and recrossed
a hundred times, in all kinds of weather,
should have so sadly misjudged the force
of the current, and over-estimated to such
a degree the strength of the wind.

A Photographer’s Brochure from Kawanee, Illinois
This much mutilated and ancient brochure was created by George
McKinney Strong, “The Photographer” of Kawanee, Illinois. Born in
1865, his business life as a photographer in Kawanee occurred during the mid-1880s. He formed a partnership with Charles R. Lory in
1897 which lasted until Strong moved to Portland, Oregon in ‘98. He
continued as a photographer, but made his
name and fortune in real estate development.
The booklet, 3 3/4” by 5 5/8”, contains 34
pages of which many carry photographic cartoons, information pages pertaining to studio
portraiture and 12 pages of advertising.

A FEW THINGS TO REMEMBER
Strong warns the public not to patronize
those who offer work at cheap prices:
“FIRST – Because a poor workman cannot
command the price for his labor that a good
one can; SECOND – To make cheap Pictures
a person must employ cheap help; THIRD –

by Les Jones

I presume the full-page advertising
would have paid substantially for the
printing costs of the publication. Local merchants such as Crain Bros. clothing; W.A. Bowen - jeweler also
musical instruments; Miss E. Whiting
- milliner; Clear & Gamble - fine stationery; Cully Bros. - groceries; and
J.W. Carnes - tuner and repairer of
pianos and organs, to name a few,
carried their message to the public.
In his introductory page he notes:
“Please notice the advertisements in
this book when wanting anything in
other lines of business.”
Strong interspersed the ads with wisdom regarding dealing with a photographer. To the citizens of Henry and
adjacent counties (Illinois) he offers
advise to come to his studio “between
the hours of 9 AM and 4 PM and attend to that first before any other business, while feeling bright and cheerful.” Colours were important: “Those
colors which take light (reproduce
light) such as blues, pinks, lavenders,
lilac and purple: they
take worse than white.
Dark but not black, are
wine color. dark green,
Bismark brown, dark orange, cherry and golden.”
With children his “New
Dry Plate Process seldom fails to produce a
pleasing picture.”
Strong has just purchased “an outfit for
making
large
work and is prepared to make
pictures up to 16
by 20 inches.”

To make cheap work a person must also rush
it through in a hurry; FOURTH – Is the result.
A poor Picture at any price is a dear bargain.
A reasonable person does not expect something for nothing. Preserve this for reference.
Respectfully, STRONG, The Photographer”

Oddities from my Collection

by Stan White

Any camera, however humble, has the facility to stop history in its tracks. It is not surprising that these fascinating devices, and what they do, are of interest to so many people. Any camera can garner my interest and if you approach collecting from the casual standpoint: of what interests you and as long as the price is right, you are bound to collect some
oddities …not rare, not valuable, just odd. Here are a few from my collection.

NO NAME – 35mm. brightly coloured Aztec-like
design, unique Made in China. No current information extant though it is possibly a child’s
camera as the back opening etc. is deliberately
made difficult requiring a tooth pick and some
manner of a key is required to rewind the film.

CRAYOLA SPORT – One of a number of
35mm. camera models marketed by Crayola
and manufactured by Concord. The camera
is brightly coloured in yellow and green and
greatly attractive to kids, and to a simple
minded collector—I liked it!

BLUE JAYS RBC CAMERA – A basic camera packaged ‘Royal Bank Canada Blue
Jays Visa”. It lists great moments in baseball
and is possibly a promotion for RBC in collaboration with the Blue Jays. A guess would
be that it was given out to RBC customers
as one of their rewards.

HARAJUKU LOVERS CAMERA – Limited
edition 4.1mp digital camera. Exclusively
designed by Gwen Stefani in collaboration
with Hewlett Packard based on the HP Photosmart R607 camera, featuring a Pentax
lens and produced as part of a line of fashion
accessories.

FUJIFILM INSTAX 100 – I bought it because I wanted an example of the ugliest camera in the world. Its design was
likely influenced by a clod of earth. It’s
about the size of a good half loaf of
bread, and weighs almost 2 lbs.

SELECT ULTRA SLIM DIGITAL CAMERA
KD308 – Another early 640x480 (VGA)
digital camera. It must have been the
slimmest of its kind at the time measuring only 15mm. at its widest point when
most other cameras were an inch or two,
in fact, if you don’t count the slight protrusion of the lens, it is closer to 7mm.
No camera manufacturer indicated,
though likely another fashion-line camera and made for A.S. Watson (Health &
Beauty) U.K. Ltd.

MICRO DIGITAL iCAM – An early and unusual
looking digital camera in a translucent case.
MINOLTA TALKER – A good though ordinary 35mm. point and shoot except that it is
one of a very few cameras that can talk. At
appropriate times it says one of two things:
“Load film,” or “Too dark, use flash.”
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SPIDERMAN –What a lovely camera for a
youngster.

CONTINUED NEXT PAGE

Oddities continued

by Stan White

CANON ELPH – This is the 18 carat gold-plated version produced to commemorate Canon’s 60th anniversary in September
1997. Sometimes thrift stores greatly over value their cameras,
sometimes quite the opposite. I don’t buy Lotto tickets or back
horses but I think it a fair bet that, if not already the case, the
Elph (IXUS) series of APS cameras will, one day, be a desirable collectable including some of the digital Elphs. They are
superbly designed and constructed cameras.

OLYMPIA GM8426 – The junkiest camera in my collection, black
and garish polished chrome, it has auto-wind and re-wind but the
motor sounds like people gnashing their teeth as does the shutter.
Its construction is clunky and it must have been designed for the
newcomer-to-photography, for why else would it need to tell us it
is equipped with an optical lens? Even the lens cap has the word
CAMERA on it just so as you don’t forget. I was taken aback when
one of my neighbours fell in love with it.

Zeiss Historica, Volume 37 Number 1 for the
Spring of 2015 has reached our table once again.
Larry Gubas had problems undergoing abdominal
surgeries in December and March. With the retirement of editor John Scott, Gubas is becoming a
one-man band in keeping the Historica Society together. He is serving as President, doing editorial duties to
publish the 26 page colour
magazine and, as of 2016,
must assume the last remaining position as Treasurer.
Larry is also working on his
book: Zeiss and Photography with delays over the
past two years. It will be the
ultimate of reference books,
9x11, encompassing 890
pages and printed in Canada
by FriesenPress of Manitoba. Hopefully by September it will be distributed from Petra Kellers at
Camerabooks in Oregon. The website for Zeiss
Historica is: www.zeisshistoricasociety.org

LE CLIC – This series of cameras were manufactured by Keystone Camera and marketed under the Concord brand. This particular model is 35mm and is coloured: purple, pink and oyster.
The series also included 110 and disk and most were brightly
coloured to take advantage of the 80’s pop culture. Evidently
some of the designs were held in great esteem for one resides in
the Metropolitan Museum of Modern Art.

P.P.P. Marcel Safier of Australia had problems sorting photographs of distant relatives. A cabinet card was
from Winnipeg; “My family were from the West of England and no members went to Canada that we know of,
so perhaps this photo is of family friends. Does anyone
know what the P.P.P. printed on the mount means?
Well it had many people speculating on its interpretation but Joan Sinclair of the Manitoba Archives
answered: “I noticed a Parkin & Co. photograph included the P.P.P. lettering on the reverse side being
advertised as the “Popular Photograph Parlour.”
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New Photo Links: Items of Photographic Interest
Compiled by Louise Freyburger. Texts from the respective websites.
http://www.theawl.com/2015/05/
old-new-york-mapped
The New York Public Library’s
massive collection of historical
city photography has been
mapped:
This site provides an alternative
way of browsing the NYPL’s incredible Photographic Views of New
York City, 1870s-1970s collection.
Its goal is to help you discover the
history behind the places you see
every day.
And, if you’re lucky, maybe you’ll
even discover something about
New York’s rich past that you never
knew before!
This is a rare and excellent internet
object; a fascinating but unapproachable collection of media
made approachable.

About this image: Broadway and
34th, who knows but before the El
died. There were so many trains!
There were also so many apartment windows that were like 20ft
from these trains.
---------------------------------------www.bne.es
Biblioteca Nacional de España
has organised an exhibition curated by Helena Pérez Gallardo, Delfín
Rodríguez Ruiz titled Looking
a t Architecture: Monumental
Photography in the XIX Century. It
runs from 3 July-4 October 2015 in
Madrid at the Biblioteca Nacional
de España.
Since the birth of the daguerreotype, buildings and monuments
have been one of the main objects
photographed. This exhibition
intends to reveal the different links

that connected photography, architecture and engineering in the nineteenth century through a broad
investigation into the holdings of
the National Library of Spain and
accompanied by works of great
importance belonging to the
Bibliothèque Nationale de France
and the Prado National Museum,
among other institutions.
The exhibition, which is divided
into six sessions that include over
two hundred works, will use treatises, engravings and albums to
explain what the representation of
architecture was like up to that
moment and why there emerged a
need to reproduce architecture in
Europe; to then respond to the reasons that motivated the choice of
the works and monuments to be
photographed, concluding with
what was the main destination for
all of these photographs. In short,
Looking at Architecture intends to
show the how, why, when, who,
what for and for what reason photography of architecture was produced, and particularly what were
the characteristics of its practice in
Spain.

[by the compiler of this database]
with permission from the Beginner’s
Guide to the Hobby of Postcard
Collecting, The Capital of Texas
Postcard Club. Thanks also to
Chuck Harbert; and to Nina
Webber, whose donated postcards
are used for the examples on this
page. Compiled by Todd Ellison,
Certified Archivist (last revised
8/7/2006)

Cards can be dated by:
• Style of the era.
• Postage.
• Publisher’s numbering scheme.
• Other clues.
Note that there is a lot more than
postcards to be found via the
Center Of Southwest Studies, Fort
Lewis College website! Mosey
around their online collections!
---------------------------------------https://www.historicengland.org.
uk/images-books/archive

Biblioteca Nacional de España
Paseo de Recoletos, 20-22
28071 Madrid
---------------------------------------https://www.fortlewis.edu/finding_
a i d s / i m a g e s / M 1 9 4 /
PostcardDating.htm
Tips for determining when a
U.S. postcard was published
Source: Much of the contents of
these guidelines were excerpted
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Discover more about England’s
archaeology, historic buildings and
social history using the Historic
England Archive. We hold over 12
million photographs, drawings,
reports and publications from the
1850s to the present day, covering
the whole country. Over a million of
our records can be searched
online.
ALSO: Aerial Photos
We hold over 4 million aerial photographs covering the whole of
England and dating from the early
20th century to the present day.
This unique collection, held in our
Archive in Swindon, captures the
changes in our urban and rural
landscape over a period of almost
100 years.
continues...

New Photo Links: Items of Photographic Interest - continued

Tower Bridge, taken before 1964 by
John Gay. AA076902

“U-M students uncover story
behind 19th-century AfricanAmerican ‘selfies’” by Sydney
Hawkins
ANN ARBOR—Just over a year
ago, Clayton Lewis, curator at the
University of Michigan’s William L.
Clements Library, revealed a pair
of unique photo albums from within
their collection to U-M professor
Martha Jones.
“The two albums were from the
same African-American family,”
Lewis said. “Single photographs of
African-Americans at the turn of
the 19th century are rare, and

Greenwich, London. Archive photograph of the Royal Naval College.
Photographed by Alfred Newton and
Sons between 1890 and 1914.
©
Historic
England
Archive
CC53/00158.
--------------------------------------------

https://arabellachapman.history.
lsa.umich.edu/
http://theclementslibrary.blogspot.
fr/2015/02/in-classroom-photography-and-african.html

Arabella Chapman, tintype photograph, Album I. Courtesy the
University of Michigan William L.
Clements Library
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because of this, an entire family
album is even more so. I knew that
she would be interested in them.”
He was right. Martha Jones, who
is a professor of African-American
History, decided to take students
with her on a journey back in
time....
The students from the class compiled their research in the form of a
website, arabellachapman.com,
where they’re hoping others may
be able to pick up where they left
off....
VIDEO: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=apbCp70s6j0

PASS IT ON TO A FRIEND – LET EVERYONE READ THIS NEWSLETTER
Want Ads…

PHSC EVENT TIMELINE

Wanted

Lots more exciting events in 2015!
July 12, 2015 (Sunday)

PHSC Trunk Sale outside the Trident Hall
--- Have a Great Summer! ---

September 16, 2015
(Wednesday)

PHSC September Meeting

October 18, 2015 (Sunday)

PHSC Fall Fair at the Trident Hall

November 22, 2015 (Sunday)

Special Photographic Auction

...and more to come

Current Events
Casa Loma
SUMMER LEIGH: The Past is
Never Far will be exhibited during the Pan Am & Parapan
American Games at Casa Loma!
Summer Leigh recently presented on these photos at PHSC's
monthly meeting (see review in
PHSC newsletter vol. 14-9 at
www.phsc.ca) The series will be
displayed in the castle’s third
floor Austin Room: 1 Austin
Terrace, Toronto. July 1 to July
31, 2105. Casa Loma is open
daily 9:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. (Last
admission : 4:30 p.m.) and admission is $24 for adults, $18 for
youth.

Stephen Bulger Gallery
CANADIAN MODERNISM
A Group Exhibition Featuring
John Vanderpant and Contemporaries. This exhibition displays
vintage prints made by Canadian
photographers in the early and
mid 20th century, a time when
photography was mostly relegated
to international salon exhibitions
and prize medals were compensation for the lack of a market. See
http://www.bulgergallery.com/dynamic/
fr_exhibit_invitations.asp?ExhibitID=272
To September 12, 2015. 1026
Queen St. West Toronto M6J 1H6

Interesting Courses at George Eastman House in Rochester Continue:
See http://eastmanhouse.org/events/Photo_Workshops.php for more info
35mm Daguerreotype
July 27, 2015 through July 29, 2015 from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Make real daguerreotypes with your own 35mm camera without expensive processing equipment or dangerous chemicals.
The Adirondacks Experience
August 3, 2015 through August 8, 2015 in the Adirondacks.
Sold out! Please email photographicworkshops@geh.org to be added to the
waiting list.
Albumen Printing
August 17, 2015 through August 19, 2015 from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Learn the most popular printing process of nineteenth century, preparing the
egg whites, coating and sensitizing the paper, and printing from digital and glass
collodion negatives.
Salt Printing
August 20, 2015 through August 21, 2015 from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Learn the basics of making prints with the first photographic printing process,
introduced by William Henry Fox Talbot in the 1830s.
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SOME SUCCESS!
The quest to find Canadian dry
plate manufacturers and examples
of their boxes has turned up this
unexpected new find. Robert Wilson searching through his collection found a box carrying the label of "The T. Eaton Co. Limited"
with its city of origin as "Winnepeg
Canada" [should be Winnipeg.] I
doubt that Eaton's would have
manufactured the photographic
plates but rather rebranded those
of another company. Comparison to other manufacturers' boxes has yet to solve the mystery.
Please keep your eyes open for
other CANADIAN plate boxes
and send images to the editor
of Photographic Canadiana at
bob.lansdale@1staccess.ca
For Sale
Start your own photography museum. Complete camera collection
available with over 600 cameras
and many scarce items; for almostfull list and details, contact
lesjones.covershots@gmail.com
Wanted
Ken Metcalf (Graflex Journal) is
looking for information on the
MICRO PRESS 5x4 as described
at: http://www.lostlabours.co.uk/
photography/cameras/mpp-micropress.htm a sample of which has
turned up on ebay. If you know
more, or have purchased this
camera, contact Ken Metcalf at
metcalf537@aol.com

